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1.0 Introduction

Site

Figure 01. Location Plan

Purpose of this document
1. Kirsten Bowden CMLI was appointed in June 2016 to provide a Landscape 

and Visual Impact Appraisal as part of an application for ten self-build 
plots on land adjacent to Clive Hall Drive and Mills Lane, Longstanton - 
see location plan.

2. As outlined above, the application is for ten self build plots that would be 
built in accordance with a Design Code produced by TMV Architects.  
They would be designed to be sustainable, architecturally interesting 
homes that would be in proportion to the adjacent properties. 

3. The site is approximately 0.8 hectares in size and reflects the character 
of the local surroundings. It sits to the north west of Cambridge on the 
edge of the Fens. The Site is on low-level ground to the eastern edge of 
Longstanton. The Site is currently undeveloped and has well established 
good quality vegetation on the peripheries, including trees and hedges.    

4. The site is not within any Special Landscape Areas, but it is within the 
Conservation Area of Longstanton. To the east of Longstanton, is the new 
town of Northstowe. The rural village edge setting has made a landscape 
and visual appraisal a necessary part of the design and planning 
application process. This report has been produced in order to gain a 
greater understanding of landscape and visual issues that affect the Site. 
It is also being used to establish the ability of the setting to accommodate 
the proposed development. 

Landscape and Visual Appraisal
5. Landscape and visual appraisal is a tool for predicting and evaluating 

the effects of a development on the surrounding landscape character, 
heritage features and on views from the surrounding area.  It aims to 
achieve avoidance, reduction or mitigation of detrimental effects 
identified. The appraisal follows the principles set out in GLVIA 3 1.

6. In line with the current guidance, the effects on landscape, and on views/
visual amenity are appraised separately.  The study initially comprised of a 
desktop exercise to review relevant designations and policies, landscape 
character assessments and aerial mapping. This was followed by a site 
visit. 

1     Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact. Version 3 2013 LI and IEMA.

7. The site visit was carried out on 11th of July 2016 by Kirsten Bowden CMLI. 
Weather conditions were bright and clear.  The appraisal assessed the site 
visibility in summer conditions  and due to the abundance of foliage, it was 
considered that in summer the vegetative cover would ensure that the site 
is less visible locally and in the wider landscape. Winter conditions would 
leave the Site more open, but the framework of hedgerows and trees 
would still limit views.

8. The visual assessment of the study looked at how visible the development 
would be and identified which dwellings or publicly accessible routes 
or points would be affected. It was judged how particular views of the 
landscape might change and how the visual amenity of those using it 
might be changed by the proposals.

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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2.0 Context photos

Photo A:  Looking north west towards the existing dwellings on Mills Lane which are orientated towards the Site. 
Both are chalet style bungalows and therefore have first floor windows towards the Site.

A

B

Figure 02. Photo Location Points

NO. 33 ON 
MILLS LANE

Photo B: Looking from within the Site towards the mobile homes on Badgers Holt.

HOUSES ON CLIVE HALL DRIVE WITH 
FIRST FLOOR VIEWS AT AN ANGLE 
LOOKING TOWARDS THE SITE.BOUNDARY 

HEDGE MOBILE CARAVANS ON BADGERS 
HOLT OVERLOOKING THE SITE

EXISTING HEDGE 
SCREENING MILLS LANE

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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OPPOSITE
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Photo C:  Looking west towards the corner of the Site with the mature Ash tree marking the end of the hedge 
that divides the Site into two areas. The gate location indicated accesses the field from Mills Lane.

E

C

Figure 03. Photo Location Points

NO. 33 
MILLS LANE

Photo D: Looking north east towards No.50 The White House on Mills Lane. 
No views in summer due to vegetation, but there is likely to be first floor rear 
window views in winter towards the Site.

EXISTING HEDGE 
DIVIDING THE SITE

MIXED NATIVE HEDGE DIVIDING THE SITE. 

BOUNDARY 
HEDGE ABUTTING 
MILLS LANE

HISTORIC HEDGELINE 
WITH A WIDE RANGE OF 
MIXED NATIVE SPECIES.

GATE ON TO SITE

Photo E: Looking due south towards Badgers Holt, the mobile homes of which are likely to be 
visible in winter from the 1st floor of the proposed houses. The large hedges provide an effective 
screen for much of the year.

D

2.0 Context photos

MATURE ASH TREE IN THE 
CORNER OF THE FIELD

APPROXIMATE LOCA-
TION OF NO.50 THE 
WHITE HOUSE

BAND OF VEGETATION 
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF 
MILLS LANE

LOCATION OF 
PARK HOMES SITE
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Figure 04. Aerial View (extract) Source: Google
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4.0 Landscape context
The site
1. The Site is on the eastern edge of Longstanton village, accessed from Mills Lane and Clive Hall 

Drive. Longstanton is 9.7km north west of Cambridge. The Site is on the edge of the village which 
follows a broadly linear pattern. It is set within a rural landscape with a mixture of homes (houses, 
cottages, mobile caravans and bungalows) spread out along Mills Lane. The homes on Clive Hall 
Drive are of late 20th century construction. 

2. Historic maps show the Site as having always been a small field. The boundaries of the Site are 
defined with well established hedges. There is one small outbuilding on the Site which is in a poor 
state of repair. On early OS maps the boundaries have moved and this would suggest that it has 
been subject to mixed ownership and use. In recent years it has been used as a paddock and 
the orientation of the ridge and furrow in adjacent fields would suggest strip farming was common 
here, although it should be noted that there is no ridge and furrow on the Site.

3. The soil on the Site falls into two different categories, although they are both essentially clay 
with underlying sedimentary bedrock formed approximately 151 to 156 million years ago in the 
Jurassic Period. The pattern of small hedged fields surrounding the field reflect historic landuse and 
preservation of this framework helps to define and retain the local character. 

SITE

Photo 01: Listed pump on Mills Lane - local historic feature. Figure 05. 1887 Edition OS Map Extract

Figure 06. Soil map (extract)

MILLS LANE

SITE 
SHOWN 
AS OPEN 
FIELD

Photo 02. Toad Hall on Mills Lane.

Slowly permeable 
seasonally wet 
slightly acid but 
base-rich loamy 
and clayey soils.

Lime-rich loamy 
and clayey soils 
with impeded 
drainage.
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3.0 Annotated aerial5.0 Planning Policy and other designations

Heritage
1. The Site is part of the parish of Longstanton, and falls within the local 

Conservation Area status. The Site does not have any notable visual or 
historical qualities that warrants statutory protection and it also includes 
Toad Hall mobile home park. 

2.  There are five listed buildings near to the Site. The closest being the Pump 
on Mills Lane which is Grade II listed. This would not be effected by the 
proposals and the lane setting would remain intact. There would not be 
any impact on the setting or curtilage of the other listed building as they 
are not close enough and they have no views into the Site.

Rights of Way
3. There is a public right of way (PROW) to the north-east of the Site that 

is known as Long Lane. This connects St Michaels Lane to the Rampton 
Road. Users are unlikely to have views back towards the site due to the 
many layers of established vegetation between the Lane and the Site.

Planning Policy
South Cambridgeshire District Council Policy

4. The South Cambridgeshire District Council Core Strategy Development 
Plan Document (DPD) - Adopted January 2007 should be the first point 
of reference. This is supported by a number of Supplementary Planning 
Documents, including some which relate to landscape.

5. Chapter 2 - ‘Sustainability’ in the Core Strategy acknowledges the need to 
meet the requirements of an expanding population whilst trying to preserve 
and enhance built and natural heritage and distinctive character. The Site 
at Mills Lane would provide high quality new houses which accord to a 
specific design code written especially for this Site. This way design would 
work with, and complement the existing landscape setting. 

6. In the Supplementry Planning Document (SPD) for Conservation Areas 
it is noted that the character and appearance of Conservation Areas 
should always be given full weight in planning decisions, but notes that if 
the objective of preservation can be achieved by development which 
makes a positive contribution to an area’s character or appearance then 
it should be considered in a more positive light. With the proposed houses 
at Mills Lane the historic framework - field shape and hedges would be 
retained. The new houses would present an opportunity to strengthen local 
character, where it has been eroded by mobile home sites, houses which 
do not reflect the vernacular and unmanaged overgrown paddocks.

7. The District Design Guide has been produced in order to ensure delivery of 
sensitively and appropriately designed, sustainable developments. As part 
of the application, the proposed houses at Mills Lane would be subject to 
a site specific design code. The houses would therefore not only provide 
high quality sustainable buildings, but also well designed homes that help to 
strengthen the local character.

8. The sustainability of the proposals is enhanced by the proximity of 
Northstowe which would provide access to services and facilities as well as 
links to the guided bus into Cambridge.  

9. The South Cambridgeshire District Council Core Design Guide discusses the 
importance of the Village Character within the landscape. In the case of 
Longstanton this has been eroded over time by developments that reflect 
the period in which they were built rather than the local character of the 
area. This has resulted in a wide range of dwellings of mixed size, spacing 
and quality. 

Mills Lane, Longstanton

PROW

Figure 07. Conservation Area - map extract
PAGE NUMBER 08
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5.0 Planning policy continued...

Photo 03. Mobile homes at Mills Lane within the Conservation Area.

Photo 04. Looking south east from St Michaels Lane across the ‘green separation’ zone towards Northstowe.  

Mills Lane, Longstanton

10. Mills Lane falls within the ‘Fen Edge’ landscape character area identified in 
the District Design Guide SPD and it notes that new developments on the 
edges of villages should be integrated by ‘...thick hedgerows, copses and 
shelterbelt planting reflecting the local mixes.’. The aim being to ensure that 
the transition between Fen and Fen Island is maintained through the retention 
of small hedgerowed paddocks as is the case at Mills Lane.

11. The District Design Guide also notes that new developments should ‘...reflect 
the form, scale and proportions of the existing vernacular buildings of the area 
and pick up on the traditional building styles, materials, colours and textures 
of the locality.’. This would be reflected in the design guide produced for the 
Site.  

Neighbourhood planning

12. Longstanton has not produced a Parish Plan to date and therefore the Core 
Strategy Development Document should be the first point of reference.

PAGE NUMBER 09

TREES ALONG 
LONG LANE

SUBSTANTIAL BAND OF VEGETATION ON THE 
VILLAGE EDGE MARKING THE TRANSITION 
BETWEEN FEN VILLAGE AND FEN FARMLAND

NEW HOMES AT NORTHSTOWE MAY BE 
VISIBLE FROM THE EDGE OF ST MICHAELS 
LANE THROUGH DIPS IN THE VEGETATION
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6.0 Landscape character - National level study

Figure 08. National Landscape Characterisation Map (extract)

Landscape Character Assessment Profile - Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire Claylands Character Area 
(No.88)
1. At a national level the Longstanton is located within the Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire 

Claylands (Area 88). It is also close to the boundaries of The Fens (Area 46) and South Suffolk and 
East Anglian Chalk (Area 87)

2. Since boundaries of the National Character Areas (NCA) are not designed to be rigid, there is a 
degree of overlap and transition. The character of the Site fits comfortably into the description of 
Area 88, but its close proximity to Area 46 has also been considered and there are characteristics in 
this area to which it also relates.

3. There are plans to create high-quality green infrastructure to help accommodate growth and 
expansion, linking and enhancing existing semi-natural habitats in the process, including the 
guided bus which runs locally to the east of the Site. 

4. The Statement of Environmental Opportunities within the NCA document states that care 
should be taken to protect, conserve and enhance the cultural heritage and tranquillity of the 
Cambridgeshire Claylands NCA, including its important geodiversity, archaeology, historic houses 
and industrial heritage, by improving interpretation and educational opportunities to increase 
people’s enjoyment and understanding of the landscape.

National Character Area (NCA):
• Gently undulating, lowland plateau divided by shallow river valleys that gradually widen as 

they approach The Fens NCA in the east.
• Underlying geology of Jurassic and Cretaceous clays overlain by more recent Quaternary 

glacial deposits of chalky boulder clay (till) and sand and gravel river terrace deposits within 
the river valleys. Limerich, loamy and clayey soils with impeded drainage predominate, with 
better-drained soils in the river valleys.

• Variable, scattered woodland cover comprising smaller plantations, secondary woodland, 
pollarded willows and poplar along river valleys.

• Predominantly open, arable landscape of planned and regular fields bounded by open 
ditches and trimmed, often species-poor hedgerows which contrast with those fields that are 
irregular and piecemeal.

• Diversity of building materials including brick, render, thatch and stone. 
• Settlements cluster around major road and rail corridors, with smaller towns, villages and linear 

settlements widely dispersed throughout, giving a more rural feel. Small villages are usually 
nucleated around a church or village green, while fen-edge villages are often in a linear form 
along roads.

• Major transport routes cross the area, including the A14.
5. South Cambridgeshire is made up of many small villages set in a rural framework. The proposed 

small scale development of ten houses on the edge of the village should fit comfortably in with the 
local pattern of settlement. The provision of individual homes in a village that has a wide range of 
architectural styles would provide an opportunity to strengthen and define local character in a 
positive way. Photo 05. Looking north west along St Michaels, Longstanton.

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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7.0 Landscape character - Local level study

Photo 07. St Michaels Lane - Magdalene College Cottage - Grade II listed.

Photo 06. Mills Lane looking south 
west towards the main street.

Local Landscape Character

1. At a more local level, South Cambridgeshire District Council (SCDC) has undertaken a local 
level Landscape Character Assessment as part of the District Design Guide - Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD). Within the SPD reference is made to the importance of retaining 
character whilst recognising that ‘The landform in the Cambridge Sub-Region is not highly 
pronounced’. It is considered important therefore to ensure that the more strongly defined 
landscape character features are retained. 

2. The village of Longstanton falls into the Fen Edge landscape character area. The low lying 
open landscape with scattered villages on ‘fen islands’ is typically represented by Longstanton 
which has grown in a linear pattern along the main axis of the village. The links between 
villages and the countryside are considered ‘crucial’ and efforts should be made to ensure 
that they are retained. The relationship between Longstanton and Northstowe with its defined 
open green space reflects efforts to maintain this rural feel to the village edge.

The key character descriptions of Longstanton are summarised as follows:

• Flat fen landscape with large open arable fields, and smaller fields on the village periphery.
• Well drained fine loamy soils, over gravel.
• Settlement pattern is laid out along the main axis of the village with later developments along  
side roads and cul de sac’s. Few buildings of historic interest, with only two in the village being 
listed.
• Few blocks of woodland, with vegetation consisting predominantly of hedges with trees within.
• Some building and landscape references to adjacent Oakington Airfield which has had various  
uses over the years and has been left unused since 2010.

Overall Character

3. Lonstanton is characterised by its strong linear form. The historic fen village layout is retained 
despite the modern estate developments that have been built on the periphery of the village. 
The well wooded character within the village, with hedgerows and mature trees along the 
main road, conceals buildings, but on the village edges buildings are often setback with low 
walls and hedges.  

4. The ability of this area in particular, to accommodate change is good due to the well wooded 
and enclosed nature of Mills Lane. The impact of small scale incremental development of 
this kind, which is in a sheltered position and within a group of dwellings would not change 
the character of the setting and would not look out of place. Having looked carefully at the 
pattern of settlement in the immediate area the addition of houses in this location would not 
be out of character.

Photo 08. St Michaels Church, 
Longstanton - Grade II* listed.

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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3.0 Annotated aerial8.0 Northstowe and Longstanton
The proposals
1. The nearby development of Northstowe is a large 

development of houses and will see the provision 
of up to 10,000 new homes as part of a new 
town development to the east of Longstanton on 
ground that was previously Oakington Airfield.  

2. As part of the Northstowe development there are 
large areas of green open space to be retained 
for both recreational and environmental benefits. 
Working with the existing landscape, the framework 
will work to tie in with the local landscape. 

3. The proposed self build houses at Mills Lane would 
not impact on the defined ‘green separation’ 
area between Longstanton and Northstowe. The 
ribbon spread of homes along Mills Lane mean that 
the Site would effectively infill a small field whilst 
retaining the green corridor hedgerow framework 
surrounding the Site. 

4. The additional planting proposed as part of the 
Northstowe development will strengthen the 
character of the local area as well as creating an 
extended network of wildlife corridors, which in turn  
link to the hedges along Mills Lane. The open green 
space for both wildlife and recreation will help 
retain the afore mentioned ‘crucial’ links between 
villages and the countryside.

5. The green separation area between Longstanton 
and Northstowe will ensure that the distinct rural 
edge will not be eroded. The robust character of 
Mills Lane will remain intact and the new housing 
at Northstowe will not be visible from much of 
Longstanton. The proposed ten new self builds at 
Mills Lane and Longstanton itself should benefit 
from an improved network of links and access to 
local amenities making the proposed development 
at Mills Lane more sustainable.

Figure 09. Proposals - Northstowe layout - plan extract.
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Figure 10. Northstowe Green Open Space - plan extract.
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3.0 Annotated aerial9.0 Proposals 
The proposals
1. The proposals are for ten self-build properties that 

would be built according to a Design Code, with the 
aim to provide bespoke architecturally interesting 
sustainable homes.

2. The proposals would retain the existing boundary 
hedge around the Site. The gaps in the hedge would 
be planted with mixed native species to tie in with 
the existing. Trees would be included along the 
access roadways to add height and interest. 

3. The access roadways would incorporate sustainable 
drainage systems to minimise the need to put 
surface water into the local drainage system.  

4. New fences between the properties would be 
0.8m post and rail fences in order to provide clear 
indications as to the property boundaries of the 
individual plots. The purchaser would then erect a 
more permanent fence of their choosing.

5. Hard and soft landscaping solutions around the 
access roads and entrances would be appropriate 
to the situation. This would help to ensure that the 
site fits in with the local landscape character and 
the setting on a more local level.

6. Use of ornamental species in the main structure 
planting would be avoided in order to retain the 
rural character. The proposed entrance posts would 
be low key but attractive timber posts used to 
delineate the access points clearly.

Figure 11. Proposals - layout with ten plots and associated access roads.

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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10.0 Visual analysis

KEY
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Figure12. Aerial View (extract)

Viewpoint locations:

1. View properties on Mills Lane and Clive Hall Drive

2. View from No. 55 Woodside

3. View from No.50 (The White House) Mills Lane

4. View from properties on Mills Lane

5. View from mobile homes at Badgers Holt
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11.0 Landscape effects
Landscape appraisal
1. Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment considers effects on the 

physical landscape, as well as on landscape character and the 
perceptual aspects of the experience of the landscape.  Two types of 
receptors were considered relevant:  

 A) The landscape itself - its features and fabric
 B) The character of the landscape, the ‘Fen Edge’ character type.

Effects are generally considered to be confined to the zone from within 
which those effects are experienced – inside the visual envelope (see 
p.15).

Landscape value and sensitivity
2. This is a rural landscape with open countryside, small enclosed fields on 

village edges, large arable fields, trees and hedges. In terms of features 
there are a number of mature trees near and on the Site which form 
feature skyline landmarks and collectively add height and interest locally. 

3. The settlement pattern of Longstanton is of scattered linear dwellings 
along the roads and lanes, interposed with trees and hedges. It remains 
broadly representative of the local landscape type. 

4. The proposed development of ten self-build dwellings on land adjacent 
to Mills Lane, with vegetation between them and the neighbouring 
properties fits in with the local layout. For this reason it is considered that 
the development could be easily accommodated with only a slight 
detrimental effect on the local landscape, which would be due to the 
fact that there are now buildings where previously there were none. 

5. The proposed dwellings would be designed to fit in with the neighbouring 
properties in terms of scale. They would be partially hidden from wider 
landscape by existing dwellings surrounding the Site, as well as hedges 
and trees.

6. The fact that there are plenty of trees and hedges in combination with 
the topography, means that the landscape character is robust and 
resilient to change. The screening the vegetation provides means that the 
development would be well contained and would have limited influence 
on the wider landscape.  

      

Impacts to (A) landscape features 
7. Description of effect: Effects on physical features are limited. Cutting 

back of some overgrown hedges and removal of the hedge that 
divides the Site, would enable division of the field into reasonably sized 
plots. Wherever possible any shrubs and trees that are healthy and of 
good form would be retained to become part of the new gardens. It 
is recommended that there is some new planting on the south western 
boundary to fit in with the local landscape character and to limit views 
from the neighbouring properties.     

 Sensitivity of receptor: LOW. 
Magnitude of change:   SLIGHT (positive) The overall impact to site  
vegetation remains limited and removal of some scrub/poor quality 
vegetation would be an improvement, as would the addition of new 
planting.

 Impact significance: NEGLIGIBLE

      Impacts to (B) Character type – ‘Fen Edge’
8. Description of effect: There is likely to be little or no effect on the 

character area due to the well contained nature of the site. The 
proposed building of dwellings within a well hedged field is not out of 
character with the immediate surroundings which comprises of other 
small scale residential developments on the village edge.  
Sensitivity of receptor: LOW  This well contained setting has good 
capacity to absorb this kind of small scale development without undue 
adverse impacts on the wider character of the landscape.
Magnitude of change:   SLIGHT (negative)  The development would 
not be  readily noticeable from the wider landscape. Geographically 
the site is well contained. It would retain the local characteristic 
field pattern, introducing the high quality new buildings. Character 
is currently defined by roof tops broken up visually by trees and this 
element of the character would remain unchanged.
Impact significance:       NEGLIGIBLE

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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12.0 Visual effects

Visual impacts methodology
1. Visual impact assessment aims to understand the influence a proposal would 

have on the view and appearance of the landscape, its amenity, and 
the people who experience it. It considers the likely effects on viewpoints 
including dwellings, roads and rights of way, and other publicly accessible 
land. 

2. A visual envelope was established, following the site visit, which shows the 
approximate extent of the area from where the Site can be seen (see page 
12 ).  The site photographs were taken in the summer when trees were in full 
leaf. 

3. Five viewpoints within the visual envelope were selected for this appraisal. 
Photographs were taken to represent and illustrate each viewpoint and the 
current view was described see pages 18 - 27. The existing view was then 
compared to the likely changes in the view at year 1 and year 15. The effects 
were described, and the magnitude of the change quantified. 

4. The viewpoints are  shown on page 12: 
Viewpoint 1: Properties on Mills Lane (No.8, 25, 27, 33 and Pine Lodge) and 
Clive Hall Drive (No. 1, 2, 9, 10, 13 and 14) - direct and oblique views.
,Viewpoint 2:  No. 55 Woodside looking across the field to the north-west 
boundary of the Site.
Viewpoint 3:  No. 50 The White House, Mills Lane. Possible winter views from the 
first floor rear windows.
Viewpoint 4: From roadside of Mills Lane looking south west to the Site through 
hedgerow vegetation. 
Viewpoint 5: From the mobile homes at the end of Badgers Holt looking 
directly into the Site, and possible oblique views from the other mobile homes 
and their east facing windows.

Visual conditions - views out
5. From the Site views outward are well contained which indicates that the Site is 

not easily viewed from the wider landscape. A short stretch of Clive Hall Drive 
is visible to the south west. The fact that the Site is surrounded by tall hedges 
on the majority of the boundaries, limits long distance views. 

6. To the north east views out are limited by the existing hedgerow vegetation. 
There are potentially views into the garden of The White House (No. 50), but 
these would be completely obscured by the hedge in summer and only 
partially visible in winter.

7. To the south east are two small fields and the mobile homes on Badgers Holt.  
Where it is possible to see into the fields beyond, the skyline is wooded and 
there are hedgerow trees on the Site boundary which also interrupt the views.  

8. Views to the north west are limited by vegetation and many of the properties 
on Clive Hall Drive are obscured by trees. Views towards Mills Lane are 
interrupted by a mature hedge and there are a number of trees on this 
boundary which interrupt elevated views. 

Visual conditions - views in
9. Views into the site are limited. The only properties with direct views into the Site 

are Pine Lodge and No.33, both Mills Lane and the mobile homes adjacent 
to the Site on Badgers Holt. Indirect views are likely to be possible from 1, 2, 9, 
10, 13 and 14 Clive Hall Drive and 8, 25 and 27 on Mills Lane. In winter it may 
be possible to see the Site from rear of No. 50 The White House, Mills Lane and 
from St Michaels Lane, but these views would be interrupted by vegetation. 
The tall thick hedges surrounding the Site are very effective in limiting views 
into the Site as well as out.

Mills Lane, Longstanton

KIRSTEN BOWDEN CMLI   July  2016

Photo 09. View from Clive Hall Drive towards the Site.
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13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 
Viewpoint 1:  Representing  views from properties on Mills Lane (No.8, 25, 27, 33 and 
Pine Lodge) and Clive Hall Drive (No. 1, 2, 9, 10, 13 and 14) - direct and oblique views.

Existing view description
1. Property numbers 8, 25, 27, 33 and Pine Lodge on Mills Lane and numbers 1, 2, 9, 

10, 13 and 14 Clive Hall Drive all have possible views into the Site. Some of these 
are first floor windows, but many of the properties have restricted views. All of the 
views are interrupted by vegetation and roads also pass between the properties 
and Site in most cases. Currently the views are of mature boundary hedges and 
trees which have been unmanaged in recent years, so their height and fullness 
restricts views of the grassed paddocks within the Site itself.

Expected changes at Year one
2. At year one, the houses would visible where previously there were none. In most 

cases the houses adjacent currently have some roof top views towards their 
neighbours and therefore the introduction of more houses to the view with trees in 
the foreground would not represent great change. The impact would be softened 
by the retention of trees and hedgerow vegetation in the immediate foreground. 
Owing to the existing residential/village edge context the magnitude of change 
would be limited, but adverse due to the fact that there would be houses where 
previously there were none. 

Year one: The magnitude of change is considered MODERATE (adverse)

Expected changes at year 15
3. After 15 years of growth on the existing hedges and trees on the perimeter and 

between the properties on the Site would mean that the proposed houses would 
be less visible as the vegetation would have grown up breaking up the facades.   

Year fifteen: The magnitude of change is considered MINOR (adverse)

Magnitude of effects
4. Given the receptor sensitivity of ‘MODERATE’ for less direct views from homes, cross-

referencing the magnitude value gives a significance value of MEDIUM-HIGH to 
begin with, dropping to MEDIUM - LOW in time as the impact reduces.   

Summary results table viewpoint 1

Factor Judgement 
value Definition (see appendix 3)

Sensitivity: MODERATE Residential properties (upstairs or 
oblique views) 

YEAR 1 (winter) 
Magnitude of 

impact:

MAJOR 
(adverse)

Proposals would introduce a large 
component within the view and cause 
deterioration to existing visual amenity 
and/or be of medium to long duration 
or be almost completely irreversible. 

YEAR 1 (winter)
Impact significance: MEDIUM - HIGH

YEAR 15 (summer)
Magnitude of 

impact:

MODERATE 
(adverse)

Proposals would introduce a noticeable 
component within the view and cause 
some deterioration to existing visual 
amenity permanently.

YEAR 15 (summer) 
Impact significance: MEDIUM - LOW

Figure 13. Photo Location Point

1

1
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Mills Lane, Longstanton
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Viewpoint 1 -  Properties on Mills Lane (No.8, 25, 27, 33 and Pine Lodge) and Clive Hall Drive (No. 1, 2, 9, 10, 13 and 14) - direct and oblique views.

Direct and indirect views onto the Site. The only direct views are likely to be from the first floor windows of No.33 and Pine Lodge on Mills Lane. All other views are indirect or 
partially obscured by well established boundary vegetation on the Site. Planting as part of the Clive Hall Drive Development also provides screening.

Photo 10 - View from within the housing on Clive Hall Drive looking towards the Site. Lack of foliage in winter would open up views into the Site.

EXISTING TREES AND HEDG-
ES ON SITE BOUNDARY

SITE ACCESS FROM CLIVE HALL DRIVE

EXISTING DERELICT SHED 

Photo 11 - View from access of No. 27 on Mills Lane looking towards the western corner of the Site.

13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 

WELL ESTABLISHED 
BOUNDARY VEGETATION 

MILLS LANE

CLIVE HALL DRIVE

Illustrative photograph taken on 12.07.16 by KB. Represents summer conditions.

GARAGE OF NO.1 
CLIVE HALL DRIVE

Photo 12 - View from Mills Lane looking towards the 
pump on Mills Lane and homes opposite the Site.

LISTED PUMP 
ON MILLS LANE
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Viewpoint 2:  55 Woodside, Longstanton 
Existing view description
1. The view is taken from No.55 Woodside looking south-east towards the site. 

Views are only likely from the first floor windows and these are directed down 
a narrow track towards the perimeter of the Site. The house currently overlooks 
an open field in the foreground and beyond to the rear of properties on Mills 
Lane. There are a number of trees and a substantial hedge on the boundary 
of the Site which would be retained. The gated access to the Site is also 
opposite the small track along which views No.55 are directed, so only a small 
section of the Site is actually visible. 

Expected changes at Year one
2. In year one the proposed dwellings may be visible. The introduction of houses 

on previously open ground would represent change, but the view would still 
be principally of the existing hedge and this is considered to be very similar 
to the existing outlook. The retained skyline of trees would remain unaltered 
and the gateway would be removed and planted with new hedge, further 
obscuring views. 

Year one: The magnitude of change is considered SLIGHT (adverse)

Expected changes at year 15
3. After 15 years proposed boundary planting in the old gateway would have 

grown up and it is likely that it would prevent views completely. Trees and 
hedges would interrupt views and soften the impact of the development even 
in winter. The limited views would be further curtailed over time and therefore 
the magnitude of change would be lessened to negligible over time.

Year fifteen: The magnitude of change would become NEGLIGIBLE
Magnitude of effects
4. Given that the views are only possible from the first floor the receptor sensitivity 

is considered to be ‘MODERATE’. The significance value in year one would be 
LOW as the new planting in the old gateway grows up and establishes, but by 
year 15 the hedge would have grown up and the magnitude of effects would 
be NEGLIGIBLE. 

Summary results table viewpoint 2

Factor Judgement 
value Definition (see appendix 3)

Sensitivity: MODERATE Residential properties (oblique 
views from first floor windows) 

YEAR 1 (winter) 
Magnitude of 

impact:
NEGLIGIBLE

Very minor/barely noticeable change 
would be experienced, no deterioration 
to visual amenity and/or be of short 
duration or be fully reversible. 

YEAR 1 (winter)
Impact significance: LOW

YEAR 15 (summer)
Magnitude of 

impact:
NEGLIGIBLE

Very minor/barely noticeable change 
would be experienced, no deterioration 
to visual amenity and/or be of short 
duration or be fully reversible. 

YEAR 15 (summer) 
Impact significance: NEGLIGIBLE

Figure 14. Photo Location Point

2

13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 
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Viewpoint 2 -  No. 55 Woodside, Longstanton
.
Long distance views from No.55 Woodside across an open field towards the Site. The photographs illustrate the location of the first floor window and the 
gateway opposite. The road runs across in front of the gateway and there are buildings and vegetation limiting views on either side of the trackway.

Illustrative photographs taken on 12.04.16 by KB. 
Represents winter conditions.

Photo 13: Illustrates the first floor window with views across to the Site. In winter it is 
likely to be more open and there may be roof top views of the new development 
from No.55 Woodside.

NO.55 WOODSIDE WITH 
FIRST FLOOR VIEWS ACROSS 
THE FIELD TO THE SITE

OUTBUILDING 
BELONGING 
TO NO.33 MILLS 
LANE

GATEWAY ACCESS 
OFF MILLS LANE

Mills Lane, Longstanton

KIRSTEN BOWDEN CMLI   July  2016

Photo 14: Illustrates the gateway into the Site from Mills Lane and which is directly aligned 
with the views from No.55 Woodside. It is proposed that this would be closed up and 
planted with a new mixed native hedge.

13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 

Illustrative photograph taken on 11.07.16 by KB. 
Represents summer conditions.
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Viewpoint 3: No.50 The White House, Mills Lane
Existing view description
1. This viewpoint looks south-west towards the Site from the first floor rear windows 

of the house. Views are interrupted by garden vegetation and a substantial 
hedge on the boundary between the Site and the garden of The White House 
(No.50). The front of the house looks towards other properties on Mills Lane and 
although there is intervening garden vegetation there are still partial views of 
the properties to the north.  

Expected changes at Year one
2. The proposed houses would not significantly change the outlook due the 

buffer of vegetation in the immediate foreground. It may be possible to 
see the new roof tops, but these would be largely hidden by the existing 
vegetation in the foreground. Since the front windows of the house are 
towards roof tops, interrupted with vegetation, the intrduction of roof tops to 
the rear would not be a departure from the current outlook.

Year one: The magnitude of change is considered SLIGHT (adverse)

Expected changes at year 15
3. After 15 years the planting within the gardens of the proposed self-builds would 

have grown up. It is probable that any views that may have been possible in 
the first instance would now be even less prominent. Any possible views of roof 
tops would not change the outlook significantly as they would be interrupted 
by trees.

Year fifteen: The magnitude of change would remain SLIGHT (adverse)

Magnitude of effects
4. Given the receptor sensitivity of ‘MODERATE’ for the rear first floor windows, 

combined with the fact that there would only be views of roof tops the 
magnitude value results in a significance of SLIGHT impact for Year 1 and Year 
15. The continued slight adverse rating is given since there would still be views 
of roof tops where before there were none. 

Summary results table viewpoint 3

Factor Judgement 
value Definition (see appendix 3)

Sensitivity: MODERATE Residential properties (rear first floor 
windows) 

YEAR 1 (winter) 
Magnitude of 

impact:

SLIGHT 
(adverse)

Proposals would introduce a noticeable 
component within the view and cause 
some deterioration to existing visual 
amenity permanently.

YEAR 1 (winter)
Impact significance: LOW

YEAR 15 (summer)
Magnitude of 

impact:

SLIGHT 
(adverse)

Proposals would introduce a noticeable 
component within the view and cause 
some deterioration to existing visual 
amenity permanently.

YEAR 15 (summer) 
Impact significance: LOW

Figure 15. Photo Location Point

3
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Photo 15: Illustrates the first floor windows which face towards the Site taken from Mills Lane.

RUDLEY OAKS

FIRST FLOOR WINDOWS 
TOWARDS THE SITE

Viewpoint 3 - View from the first floor windows of No.50 The White House on Mills Lane. 

Despite the relative close proximity of The White House to the Site, there is good screening due to the hedge and garden vegetation. The mature hedges and 
trees interrupt views and in summer it is not possible to see the Site at all. The lack of foliage in the winter may enable filtered views into the Site and of the roof 
tops of the proposed homes.

Mills Lane, Longstanton

KIRSTEN BOWDEN CMLI   July  2016

Photo 16: View from within the Site looking towards the location of The White 
House and showing the extensive vegetation.

Photo 17: Front view of the White House as it is seen from Mills Lane.

13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 

Illustrative photograph taken on 11.07.16 by KB. 
Represents summer conditions.

APPROXIMATE LOCATION 
OF THE WHITE HOUSE
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Viewpoint 4: Mills Lane

Existing view description
1. The view from Mills Lane by pedestrian users (and possibly) vehicles would 

experience a minor degree of change. From the gateway indicated at 
Viewpoint 4 there are views over the hedge towards the Site. There is a 
grassed paddock/garden in the foreground which effectively provides a 
green buffer between the Site and the road. The driver, rider or pedestrian 
would deliberately have to turn and look at towards the Site to see the 
boundary hedges and trees. Views along this lane are already of roof tops of 
the houses intermittently spaced along the lane, filtered by vegetation.

Expected changes at Year one
2. In year one it is anticipated there would be a barely perceptible visual change 

with the addition of the proposed houses. The proposed houses would be set 
well within the Site and views from the road would be limited by intervening 
vegetation. It may be possible to see heavily filtered glimpses of roof tops, but 
overall the degree of change would be very minor.

Year one: The magnitude of change is considered NEGLIGIBLE (adverse)

Expected changes at year 15
3. After 15 years, vegetation on the boundary would have grown up to help 

accommodate the new houses within the scene, further reducing their 
impact. The existing trees and planting in the foreground would also have 
thickened and grown in height creating an effective screen. 

Year fifteen: The magnitude of change is considered NEGLIGIBLE (neutral) 
Magnitude of effects
4. Given the receptor sensitivity of ‘LOW’ for roadusers and occasional 

pedestrians, the viewpoints, cross-referenced with the magnitude value results 
in a significance value of NEGLIGIBLE for both year one and year 15 as the 
houses would be barely perceivable and there are also many points along this 
lane which look towards other houses and roof tops.

Summary results table viewpoint 4

Factor Judgement 
value Definition (see appendix 3)

Sensitivity: LOW Roadway: where the view is of 
cursory interest.

YEAR 1 (winter) 
Magnitude of 

impact:

NEGLIGIBLE 
(adverse)

Very minor/barely noticeable change 
would be experienced to a visual 
amenity.

YEAR 1 (winter)
Impact significance: NEGLIGIBLE

YEAR 15 (summer)
Magnitude of 

impact:

NEGLIGIBLE 
(adverse)

Very minor/barely noticeable change 
would be experienced to a visual 
amenity.

YEAR 15 (summer) 
Impact significance: NEGLIGIBLE

Figure 16. Photo Location Point

4
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Photo 20: Represents the view from within the field towards Viewpoint 4. The dip in the hedge 
allows for extended views into and out of the Site.

Viewpoint 4 -  Gateway on Mills Lane.

The view looking towards the Site from Mills Lane is interrupted by the garden vegetation of The White House, but there are views towards the Site due to a dip 
in the hedge directly opposite the gate. Views of the new roof tops are therefore likely to be possible.

HEDGE ON SITE 
BOUNDARY

Mills Lane, Longstanton

Photo 18: View from Mills Lane towards the Site.

Photo 19: View looking south east along Mills Lane and shows the location of 
gateway.

13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 
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Illustrative photograph taken on 11.07.16 by KB. 
Represents summer conditions.

GARDEN OF THE 
WHITE HOUSE

VIEWPOINT 4 
LOCATION

DIP IN HEDGE
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Viewpoint 5:  Mobile homes on Badgers Holt with direct and oblique views.

Existing view description
1. This view is from the mobile homes on Badgers Holt which are accessed off 

Mills Lane. It takes into consideration the views of properties on Badgers Holt, 
some of which have direct views into the Site and others are oblique looking 
towards boundary vegetation. In most cases  the oblique views are obscured 
by the existing boundary vegetation, but the properties at the end of Badgers 
Holt immediately adjacent to the Site have direct views in. The perimeter 
hedge in this section has been trimmed level with the boundary fence which is 
approximately 1.8m high. 

Expected changes at Year one
2. In year one it is anticipated there would be significant change with the 

addition of the  proposed houses. Although the wooded skyline in the distance 
would remain the same there would be considerable change to the overall 
view. The direct outlook would no longer be of an open field, and although 
this could be softened long term by planting, the slightly elevated homes on 
Badgers Holt would have direct views towards the new houses. Properties 
further back on Badgers Holt would experience change to a lesser degree 
due to the well established boundary vegetation. 

Year one: The magnitude of change is considered SUBSTANTIAL (adverse) 

Expected changes at year 15
3. After 15 years softening of the view may be perceived from the maturing of 

garden vegetation in both the Site and the gardens adjacent. Overall there 
would be little change from year one from the properties on Badgers Holt, but 
the impact has been reduced to moderate as the suggested buffer planting 
grows and helps to screen views. 

Year fifteen: The magnitude of change is considered MODERATE (adverse)
 
Magnitude of effects
4. Given the receptor sensitivity of ‘HIGH’ cross-referenced with the magnitude 

value results, a significance value of HIGH impact has been given in year 
one dropping to MEDIUM - HIGH in year 15 as the houses bed down in the 
landscape and vegetation helps to screen the view.

Summary results table viewpoint 5

Factor Judgement 
value Definition (see appendix 3)

Sensitivity: HIGH
Residential properties (dwellings 
with ground floor views from living 
areas.) 

YEAR 1 (winter) 
Magnitude of 

impact:

MAJOR 
(adverse)

Proposals would introduce a large 
component within the view and cause 
deterioration to existing visual amenity 
and/or be of medium to long duration 
or be almost completely irreversible. 

YEAR 1 (winter)
Impact significance: HIGH

YEAR 15 (summer)
Magnitude of 

impact:

MODERATE 
(adverse)

Proposals would introduce a noticeable 
component within the view and cause 
some deterioration to existing visual 
amenity permanently.

YEAR 15 (summer) 
Impact significance: MEDIUM- HIGH

Figure 17. Photo Location Point

5
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Photo 21: Illustrates the mobile homes with direct views into the Site and the low hedge.

MOBILE HOMES WITH DIRECT 
VIEWS INTO THE SITE

SITE BOUNDARY HEDGE

Viewpoint 5 -  Badgers Holt mobile home park and specifically the homes at the end of the access road that have direct views into the Site.
 
The homes on Badgers Holt at the end of their access road have direct views into the Site. The low hedge and lack of trees means that there is nothing to limit 
the views into the Site. The mobile homes further back may still have views at an angle towards the Site, but these would be partially obscured by the other 
mobile homes. 

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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Photo 22: Illustrates the mobile homes on Badgers Holt and their end elevations.

13.0 Site viewpoint analysis 

Illustrative photograph taken on 11.07.16 by KB. Represents summer conditions.

MOBILE HOMES ON BADGERS HOLT 
WITH INDIRECT VIEWS TOWARDS THE SITE

Photo 23: Illustrates the view from gateway on St Michaels Lane.

ROOF OF NO.33 
ON MILLS LANE

EXISTING BOUNDARY 
VEGETATION
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14.0 Summary 

1. The Site is a rectangular-shaped piece of land approximately 0.8ha in size, 
currently under grass, with one derelict outbuilding. It is surrounded by mature 
well established hedges. On the north-eastern boundary there is a tall unkempt 
hedgerow. To the south-west the tall mature hedge continues, but next to the 
properties on Badgers Holt, the height of the hedge drops opening up views into 
the Site. The south-western boundary is more open with some mature trees and 
an access onto Clive Hall Drive.  To the north west of the Site is Mills Lane which is 
separated from the Site by a tall mature hedgerow. 

2. The Site is in the parish of Longstanton near Cambridge in South Cambridgeshire. 
In terms of features there are a number of native mature trees on the boundaries 
of the Site which form feature skyline landmarks and collectively they add height 
and interest to the local area. 

3. The applications is for ten new self-build dwellings respectively, with two 
associated access roads, one off Mills Lane and one off Clive Hall Drive. These 
would be visible from properties adjacent that look directly and obliquely 
towards the Site. The development would not be seen from the main body of the 
village of Longstanton. The visual envelope, i.e. the area from which the site can 
be seen, is notably small. 

4. To help screen Viewpoints 1, 2, 4 and 5 from the proposed properties, boundary 
hedges would be retained and new hedges and trees would be proposed to 
create a buffer. Species would be selected which are appropriate and suitable 
for the area. 

5. The study firstly considered the effects the development might have on the 
landscape – its physical features, and upon the character of the landscape type 
in which the site is located. Secondly the study considered the changes to views 
that would arise as a result of the development, from five selected viewpoints 
around the Site. This aimed to examine how significant the changes to the visual 
amenity of the neighbouring properties and passing footpath/road users would 
be. It included consideration of how this might change over time as proposed 
vegetation approaches maturity. 

6. The effects on the physical features of the landscape are minimal and are 
limited to some hedgerow removal and minor grading to enable access 
onto Mills Lane and Clive Hall Drive. In terms of the effects on character the 
appraisal concluded that the landscape has good capacity to absorb a small 
development of this nature. This is due to the fact that the development fits in 
well with the prevailing pattern of settlement and the immediate area is well 
wooded and visually contained. These characteristics give it the ability to absorb 
minor change with limited detrimental impact on local landscape character. 

7. In visual terms the Site is restricted due to the vegetation, which combines 
to create a small visual envelope. The Site cannot easily be seen from local 
houses, roads and footpaths. Generally the study recorded values of LOW and 
NEGLIGIBLE visual impacts from the viewpoints analysed. The highest degree 
of change is likely to be from dwellings on Badgers Holt (mobile homes) to the 
south-east of the Site. These, as well as other nearby points would experience a 
degree of visual change, but this is not considered to be something that could 
not be mitigated against with careful planting, which would reduce the impact 
over time. 

8. Eventually, the outlook would change to a view of houses set within domestic 
curtilages, with boundary vegetation that matures over time. In the context of 
the existing surrounding landuse the composition of the views would not change 
materially as they already contain domestic fencing, roof tops and other 
indicators of residential use. The boundary planting would also help to screen the 
new dwellings. 

9. It is asserted that the proposed sustainable, architect designed dwellings here 
would have limited effects on either local landscape character, or on views in 
the vicinity. Retention of the existing vegetation and additional planting would 
ensure that the houses settle into this well-contained site without eroding the rural 
character of Longstanton or impinging on the ‘green separation’ area between 
Longstanton and Northstowe.

Photo 24. The Site as it is currently, with grassed paddock and mature hedgerow .

Mills Lane, Longstanton
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Appendix 1: Summary of LVIA methodology

This study follows the guidance in ‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual 
Impact Assessment 3’  (Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental 
Management and Assessment, 3rd Edition, April 2012). Impacts to landscape 
and visual receptors are considered separately. Landscape Character 
assessment methodology is set out in ‘Landscape Character Assessment 
Guidance for England and Scotland’ (Countryside Agency/Scottish Natural 
Heritage, 2002). 
Values of sensitivity of the receptor (landscape or view type) were cross-
referenced against the size and nature of the change likely to occur. Text 
justifications are provided to validate and explain the judgements reached. 

Landscape methodology
ESTABLISH VISUAL BASELINE AND IDENTIFY RECEPTORS
Physical receptors comprise landscape features such as trees or other natural 
aspects and are identified through site visits. Identify character receptors 
through evaluation of available character assessments as well as through site 
work to establish contribution made by site and any local variances. Assess 
value and sensitivity of receptors - see tables in Appendix 2. 
PREDICT EFFECTS ON RECEPTORS
Describe the likely effects on each landscape receptor and assess the 
magnitude of the effects likely to arise. Include consideration of the effect of 
time passing by comparing likely effects at Year 1 to those likely at Year 15 to 
understand the effect of maturing vegetation. Effects should be assigned a 
positive, negative or neutral value.
ASSESS SIGNIFICANCE  
Derive judgement of the significance of landscape effects by cross 
refererencing the values of magnitude and sensitivity using the table below 
and through the application of professional judgement . Judgements must be 
described and justified fully in the text.

Visual methodology
ESTABLISH VISUAL BASELINE AND IDENTIFY RECEPTORS 
Map the area within which the site is visible on foot or from a vehicle, assuming 
an observer eye height of approx. 1.7m. Within this ‘zone of visual influence’ 
identify the number and type of visual receptors. i.e. the routes, places and 
people, that are likely to be affected by the proposals. Select representative 
and specific viewpoints for the assessment of likely changes to the view and 
describe the current views. Provide illustrative photographs of each viewpoint. 
Assess value and sensitivity of receptors - see tables in Appendix 3.

Significance values in red and orange are deemed ‘significant’ and cause 
unacceptable effects and strenuous efforts should be made by designers to 
reduce the significance level.  
Values in green or blue are not deemed significant and represent an 
acceptable level of landscape or visual impact. Values in yellow are 
dependent on context and significance should be fully discussed in the 
assessment. Efforts to mitigate effects should be fully explored to reduce 
impacts to an acceptable level. 
Finally, proposals for mitigation are presented to prevent/avoid/reduce the 
potential negative effects identified. Any ‘significant’ residual effects remaining 
after mitigation should be identified.

PREDICT EFFECTS ON VIEWPOINTS
Describe the likely visual effects on each viewpoint and assess the magnitude 
of effects likely to arise. Include consideration of the effect of time passing by 
comparing likely effects at Year 1 to those likely at Year 15 to understand the 
effect of maturing vegetation on the selected viewpoints. Visual effects should 
be assigned a positive, negative or neutral value. 
ASSESS SIGNIFICANCE  
Derive judgement of the significance of visual effects by cross refererencing 
the values of magnitude and sensitivity using the table below and through the 
application of professional judgement . Judgements must be described and 
justified fully in the text.
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Permanent wide reaching effects 
with dominance over the wider 
landscape
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